Plasmon-Driven Dynamic Response of a Hierarchically Structural Silver-Decorated Nanorod Array for Sub-10 nm Nanogaps.
Plasmonic nanogaps serve as a useful configuration for light concentration and local field amplification owing to the extreme localization of surface plasmons. Here, a smart plasmonic nanogap device is fabricated by the dynamic response of an Ag decorated hierarchically structural vertical polymer nanorod array under the light irradiation. Seven nanorods in one unit bend because of plasmonic heating effect and they are centrally collected due to the attraction of the plasmon-induced polaritons, leading to the significantly enhanced local electromagnetic field at the sub-10 nm gaps among the constricted nanorod tops. Compared with tuning capillarity in microscale by wetting and drying, using light as external stimuli is much easier and more tunable in nanoscale. This plasmonic nanogap device is used for a surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) substrate. Its hydrophobic surface with a contact angle of 142 degree can make the probed aqueous solution only access to the Ag tips of nanorods. Thus, the analytes can be driven to the "hot spot" regions where located at the tops of nanorods during the solvent evaporation process, which is beneficial to SERS detection. Discovery of this smart plasmon-driven process broadens the scope for further functionality of both the dynamic nanostructure design and the smart plasmonic devices in the communities of chemistry, biomedicine, and microfluidic engineering.